
Monday 13th July 2020English

To be successful I must...

Use capital letters for proper nouns and the start of sentences

Use full stops accurately

Check for sense 

Improve word choices to make the extract more exciting

We are learning... to edit and improve a story extract.

.



This week's focus:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XP5yWz-MNpM&safe=active


Let's create our own Success Snake for proof

reading any  piece of work! 

To be successful...



Can we use

our success criteria

to be book editors?



It began with a pear of false teeth, or rather

it began without  a pear of false teef.
actually, now I think about it, thats not
exactly the beginnin of the storee. It mite hav
begun with a red nowse. a clowns red nowse, the
day that went missin. realy it began well
before that to. I suppose it began with the leter
the ringmaster receeved one wednesday morning
. . . or maybe it started before that, even.
Oh, beginnings are tricky, aren’t they. You
think youve got it pinned down and then you
look again and there’s sum loose thread danglin
owt the over side. You tug on it and soon the
hole thing’s unraveled on the floor at your feet
like a horribul jumper you got for chrismas.
For example, lets say you wantid to tell the
storee of why you were layte for school this
mornin. You mite start by saying you were
late becos you didn’t leeve the house early
enuff. That’s pretty straitforward. But why
didn t you leave on time. Maybe your littul
brover wos makin a nuisance of himself, and
you needid to change your shert because ov the
porridg.

Chapter One
In which introductions are

made and in which the reader
is welcomed to the book

Challenge!

Can you find all of

the mistakes?

(There are 40!!)



It began with a pear of false teeth, or rather

it began without  a pear of false teef.

actually, now I think about it, thats not

exactly the beginnin of the storee. It mite hav

begun with a red nowse. a clowns red nowse, the

day that went missin. realy it began well

before that to. I suppose it began with the leter

the ringmaster receeved one wednesday morning

. . . or maybe it started before that, even.

Number of mistakes 

in this section:



Oh, beginnings are tricky, aren’t they. 

You think youve got it pinned down and 

then you look again and there’s sum 

loose thread danglin owt the over side. 

You tug on it and soon the hole thing’s 

unraveled on the floor at your feet like a 

horribul jumper you got for chrismas.

Number of mistakes 

in this section:



For example, lets say you wantid to tell the

storee of why you were layte for school this

mornin. You mite start by saying you were

late becos you didn’t leeve the house early

enuff. That’s pretty straitforward. But why

didn t you leave on time. Maybe your littul

brover wos makin a nuisance of himself, and

you needid to change your shert because 

ov the porridg.

Number of mistakes 

in this section:



It began with a pair of false teeth, or rather
it began without  a pair of false teeth.
Actually, now I think about it, that’s not
exactly the beginning of the story. It might have
begun with a red nose. A clown’s red nose, the
day that went missing. But really it began well
before that too. I suppose it began with the letter
the Ringmaster received one Wednesday morning
. . . or maybe it started before that, even.
Oh, beginnings are tricky, aren’t they? You
think you’ve got it pinned down and then you
look again and there’s some loose thread dangling
out the other side. You tug on it and soon the
whole thing’s unravelled on the floor at your feet
like a horrible jumper you got for Christmas.
For example, let’s say you wanted to tell the
story of why you were late for school this
morning. You might start by saying you were
late because you didn’t leave the house early
enough. That’s pretty straightforward. But why
didn’t you leave on time? Maybe your little
brother was making a nuisance of himself, and
you needed to change your shirt because of the
porridge.

Chapter One
In which introductions are

made and in which the reader
is welcomed to the book

This is the 

edited version!

How did you do?



Today's task:

Edit and improve the text, 

adding in capital

letters, full stops and checking spellings.

Edit and improve the text, 

adding in capital

letters, a range of punctuation and 
checking spellings.

Edit and improve the text, 

adding in capital

letters, a range of punctuation, improved 
word choices and checking spellings.



Monday 13th July 2020

We are learning to edit and improve a story extract.

1. Read this child's story and correct any mistakes.

The old man lookd out the windo and sore a littul boy

sayling his toy bowt on the see. the man caled to the boy

sayin that it was a veree gusty daY todai and that he shud

bee carefull. the little boy replied that he was allways 

caerful and that the old man need not wory. 

Number of mistakes 

corrected:

   /20
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Monday 13th July 2020

We are learning to edit and improve a story extract.

1. Read this child's story and correct any mistakes.

The old man lookd out the windo and sore a littul boy

sayling his toy bowt on the see. the man caled to the boy

sayin that it was a veree gusty daY todai and that he shud

bee carefull. the litTle boy replyed that he was allways 

caerful and that the old man need not wory. 

Number of mistakes found:

2. Word swap! Find 3 word choices in the story that you can improve.



Monday 13th July 2020

We are learning to edit and improve a story extract.

1. Read this child's story and correct any mistakes.

The old man lookd out the windo and sore a littul boy sayling his toy 

bowt on the see. the man caled to the boy sayin that it was a veree gusty 

daY todai and that he shud bee carefull. the litTle boy replyed that he 

was allways caerful and that the old man need not wory. 

The sea goed up and down with the waves and got ruffer and rougher. 

The little boy lost site of his boat and started to cry 4 it was a baot that 

his sister had made for him. it had been called the Sweet susan after his 

sistur and know she wood be cros with him for loosing it yesterbay. 

Number of mistakes found:

2. Word swap! Find 3 word choices in the story that you can improve.
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